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TO THE MEMORY OF YITZ HERSTEIN, FRIEND AND TEACHER 
In an earlier paper [7], the authors proved three interdependent odd 
prime nonsolvable signalizer functor theorems, the third (and most techni- 
cal) of which was designed for specific application to the analysis of the 
local structure of finite simple groups of characteristic 2 type (subsequently 
published in [S]). Shortly thereafter, Patrick McBride [IS, lo] established 
the authoritative result, namely, a completely general nonsolvable 
signalizer functor theorem, which we were able to quote directly in [6], 
thereby entirely by-passing [7]. 
Our present research Goint with Ronald Solomon) is aimed at construct- 
ing a simplified, conceptually more coherent “second generation” classifica- 
tion of the finite simple groups. Our intention is to limit drastically the 
number of results from the literature which we quote, using only the 
following: (a) standard “textbook” results, (b) the odd order theorem of 
Feit and Thompson and the classification of split (B, N)-pairs of rank 1, 
the proofs of both of which have undergone considerable recent revision 
and simplification, and (c) the existence and uniqueness of the sporadic 
groups along with many of their structural properties, a major chapter of 
simple group theory not presently in satisfactory shape. It is thus 
reasonable to seek a quicker-perhaps ad hoc-way around the non- 
solvable signalizer functor theorem than quoting McBride’s dificult and 
rather long papers. 
The purpose of this note is to present such an alternative: improved 
versions (and proofs) of [7, Theorems 2 and 31, which when combined 
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~eor~rn I] will be entirely adequate for st~~y~~g ce~tra~~~ers of 
elements of odd prime order in simple g ps of ~~aract~r~stic 2 t 
s 6; in which C,(O,(H))<Q, for every Z-local subg 
of G).” 
1. STATEMENT OF THE 
recall that if A is a nontrivial elementary abelian ~-snb~~o~~ of a 
fi group 6 and for each a E A # there is given an A-invariant 
0, of C, with the property that 
f~or all a, bEAX, we call 0 an A-si~~al~ze~~~~cto~ on 6. ere we write C, 
fm G,(x) fcx any x E G. 
)= (@,la~A#). We 
that 0 is complete if 
Furthermore, 8 is said to be solvabie if each 0, is solvable. Likewise 8 is 
trivial = 1 (equivalently, if @(G; A) = 1). 
The tal theorem of Goldschmidt, er [3, 
4; I, Section 441 states that if m,(A) 2 3 an is, in 
fact, complete and O(G; A) is a so!vable p’-group. Note 
A-signalizer functor 8 on G is solvable since then each 
order, is solvable by the Feit-Thompson theorem [2-j. 
r fimctors can arise only for 0 
p X, let S(X) be the unique largest normal solva 
for brevity, set S, = S(8,) for a E A*. Setting 8, 
have that F*(8,)= E(B,) is the direct product of nonabelian 
As e fixed throughout the paper, we suppress t 
8 and write gA for L?“(O). 
1 0nr revised classification proof, in fact, requires a. ? extension of the present results to the 
case of groups of so-called “even type,” a weaker notion than characteristic 2 type. However, 
as the definition of that term is rather technical, we prefer to limit ourseEves here :o 1Xe 
characteristic 2 type case. 
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Theorem 1 of [7] treats the case m,(A) > 3 with A leaving invariant 
every element of Pa. Under this assumption (and the given K-group 
hypothesis), it asserts that 0 is complete. Theorem 2 of [7] covers the case 
in which A does not fix some element of PA, with m,(A) 2 4, G of charac- 
teristic 2 type, and 0, subnormal in C, for each aeA#. However, it 
includes the additional restrictive hypothesis (which does not generally 
hold in practice) that 
mpw.4m 2 3 for every K E ga. 
Our first main result is a proof of essentially the same result without this 
restrictive hypothesis. We shall prove 
THEOREM A. Let p be an odd prime, let A be an elementary abelian 
p-subgroup of the group G with m,(A) 3 4, let 0 be an A-signalizer functor 
on G, and assume that 
(a) G is of characteristic 2 type; 
(b) [O,, A] is subnormal in C, for each aE A#; and 
(c) Every element of 9A is a K-group, i.e., a known simple group. 
Then either 0 is complete or O(G; A) A lies in a local subgroup of G. 
Remarks. 1. If G is simple, then in either case O(G; A) is a proper sub- 
group of G, which is the primary application one makes of any signalizer 
functor theorem. 
2. The hypothesis about K-groups is needed only for the following well- 
known properties of a simple K-group K. 
(1.1) Out(K) is solvable. 
(1.2) If K is a p’-group and x E Aut(K) has order p (p an odd prime), 
then 
(1) m,(Aut(K)) = 1; 
(2) KE Chev(q) for some q # p; 
(3) x is a field automorphism of K; 
(4) If C,(X) is nonsolvable, then C,(x)‘=F*(C,(x)) is simple and 
normalizes no nontrivial solvable subgroup of K; and 
(5) If C,(x) is solvable, then 
(a) K= L,(29, Sz(29 U3(2p), or L,(39, with p # 3, p # 5, p # 3, 
p # 3, respectively; 
(b) C,(x)? L,(2), Sz(2), U,(2), or L,(3), respectively; and 
(c) F(C,(x))( EZz,, Z,, Z, XZ,, Z, XZ,, respectively) is a 
Sylow subgroup of K and is contained in C,(x)‘. 
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exception of (4), these are docu 
1. Suppose C,(x) is nonsolvab%e 
maximal in K, so (4) is clear except for the cases XZ 
3p). In these cases (4) follows readily frglm t 
orel&Tits theorem, and the fact that these X satisfy m,(K) < 2 
for all r # q [6, Part I, (IO-2)].) 
In prac is taken to be either the k-balanced A-signahzer functor .Gir 
or the we alanced A-signahzer functor O,* on 6, k a. positive integer 
I m,(A ). e recall the definitions of these terms. For any subgroup or 
subset X of 6, set C, = C,(X) and let C&(A) be t & set of subgroups of A 
of rank > k. FOP every D E &(A), set 
e say that G is k-balanced or weakly, k-balanced with respect to A 
provided 
respectiveBy, for every D E &(A ) and ce E A #. 
Furthermore, if m,(A) > k + 1, we say that G is (k + $)-baianced with 
respect to A if it is both (k + 1 )-balanced an weakly k-baianced with 
respect to A. 
In the applications, one works with 8, when G is k-balanced with 
respect to A and with S,* when it is (k + i)- anced with respect to A. 
As§umi~g m,(A) 3 k + 2, we show in Section 8 at ~~~r~s~~~~i~g~y 9, 3r 
* is an A-signalizer functor on 6. In the first case, the 
pk29j shows that 0, is subnormal in @, for each a E A # 
each [@,, A]. On the other hand, we are able to verify t 
subnormality condition for O,* only when mp(A) 2 k -t 3 (see Section 8). 
art from the single case of O,* and m,(A) = k + 2, the ~y~~~~~~~§ 
m A are satisfied (assuming G is sf characteristic 2 type). 
Our second main theorem, which is limited to t 
functors, covers all cases m,(A) 2 k + 2, k 2 2, and th 
tional case as well. 
Eel k be an integer 2 2, p QM odd~~i.~e, and A an elemen- 
tory rsbelian p-subgroup of the group G with m,(A) 2 k + 2. Assume that sdii 
proper simple sections of local subgroups of G are r%l-groups and that G is oj 
characlerislir 2 type. Then we have: 
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(i) If G is k-balanced with respect to At then Ok is an A-signalizer 
functor on G and O,(G; A) # G; and 
(ii) If G is weakI]. k-balanced wiih respect to A, then O,* is alz 
A-signalizer functor on G and O,*(G; A) # G. 
Remarks. 1. As with Theorem A: we, in fact, correspondingly prove 
that either 0, or O,* is complete or O,(G; A)A or O,*(G; A)A lies in a 
local subgroup of G. 
2. The results of Sections 2-6 apply to any signalizer functor satisfying 
hypothesis (c) of Theorem A. With them, the proof of Theorem A is 
completed in Section 7 and that of Theorem B in Sections 8 and 9. 
3. The results in Section 8 are based on an improved version of the key 
“local” generational result concerning K-groups X of order prime to p acted 
on by A [7, Proposition 5.51. The hypothesis of [7: Proposition 5.51 
included the restrictive assumption that whenever A acts on a subnormal 
section Y of X (i.e., Y= Y,;Yz, where YZ Q Y, a4 X and Y1, Yz are 
invariant under A) with Y containing no non-trivial proper A-invariant 
normal subgroups, then 
m,( C,( Y)) 2 2. 
In Section 8: we prove the same result without this restriction (but with 
a suitable normality hypothesis, valid in applications to 0, and 0:). 
2. A FERMUTATIOK GROUP LEMMA 
As with the proof of [7: Theorem 21, Theorem A also depends on a form 
of L-balance. In both cases, the desired conclusion is based on a 
preliminary lemma about transitive permutation groups. 
However, instead of the general Lemma 2.3 of [?I, we are able to get by 
with the following very special and simple result. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let p be an odd prime and H a PI-group such that i7= 
H,!S(H) 2 L2(2”), SZ(~~), CJ’~(~~), or L2(3p). Let D z Z, act on H with D 
inducing nontrivial fieid automorphisms on i? and [et F be a subgroup of 
C,(D) such that F= F(C&D)). If DH acts bq’ permutations on a set Q in 
such a way that the kernel in H of the action on -Q lies in S(H), then D has 
a nontricial orbit on R not stabilized b?; F. 
ProoJ: We assume false, so that F stabilizes every nontrivial orbit of D 
on 0. Since a Sylow p-subgroup of .Z, leaves invariant no nontrivial 
p’-subgroups of .X:,, it follows that F, in fact, fixes every point moved by D. 
Hence every point of -0 is fixed by either D or F. 
Let K be the kernel in H of the action of DH on Q, so that KI S(H). 
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(m)F satisfies all the hypotheses, so we may assume that 
(“‘F. Also, since 8= CR, D] = [ 
nontrivially on. Bj), while K< S(H), D and 
as K < S(H), there is au H-orbit Q, on 52 sue 
on Q i. Then the kernel of the action of (m)F on .c?, lies in S(H), so 
we may replace Sz by the DH-orbit containing 1 arid assume that DH is 
transitive on Q. 
e lkst consider the case S(H) = 1. Then 
spectively, by (1.2)(5), so DP is a 
Ie group HF. Since F fixes every 
trivially ou a, D therefore fixes some p 
point of Q, so F fixes some point 
~ coutains a Hall {r, p}-subgroup of 
5, 62.21. It follows that DF fixes a point of 
F also fixes all the points moved by 
is regular. Let a E Q be a 
entifying Q with Q, so th 
acts on L? as it does by conjugation on Q. 
points of D on D is IC,(D)J. Similarly JC,(F)! is the ~~~be~ of fixed 
points sf F on 62. Since every point of Q is fixed by either D or F, wc: 
conclude that 
IQ G /C Q toll+ /c Q (-VI. 
ut 1 E C,(D) n C,(F), so either ie;‘,( j or pzQ(F)l>$ 
roup of Q has order d 1 1, it follows that 
or F acts trivially on 52, 
is not transitive on Q. Let d = Q/ enote the set of transi- 
f Q on Q, so that 
on i? and Ial > 1. If K&denotes the % in H of the action of 
so DH= DH/& has order less than that of 
every point of 6 moved by B must be fix 
K, I S(H), then we may apply induction and deduce that 
some point of fi moved by 8, contradiction. 
ince H= N’“‘F with 
seen above, D and F 
centralizes BY .67? the 
points of B on D and of P on d. Now the transitive action of 
forces a and F to act trivially on 0, so IQ/ = 1, giving a hai contradiction. 
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3. S-COMPONENTS 
The statement of the needed balance result is expressed in terms of the 
notions of S-components and S-layers, notions that are direct analogues of 
the more standard concepts of n-components and n-layers of a group, 7c 
any set of primes [S]. 
For any group X, a subnormal subgroup K of X minimal subject to 
covering a component of X/S(X) is called an S-component of X. Moreover, 
the product of all S-components of X is called the S-layer of X and denoted 
by L,(X), with L,(X) = 1 if X has no S-components. 
In this section we list the basic properties of S-components and S-layers 
needed for the proof of our theorems. The first is proved by essentially the 
same argument that establishes the corresponding result for 7c-components 
and n-layers [S]. 
(1) Every S-component of X is perfect and normal in 
L.&a 
(2) If K,, . ..) K,, are the S-components of X, then the com- 
ponents of X= X/S(X) are R, , . . . . K, ; 
(3) The S-components of X are the minimal nonsolvable 
subnormal subgroups of X; and 
(4) X permutes the set of its S-components by conjugation. (3.1) 
For each a6A#, we define 9a to be the set of S-components of 0,. Thus 
A permutes ga. We define -X, = L$/A to be the set of A-orbits on L$, and 
define K, to be the set of subgroups of the form K, ... K, for some 
{K,, . . . . K,} E Xa-that is, for some S-components K1, . . . . K, of 0, per- 
muted transitively by A. We also define Xz to be the set of orbits of A on 
Pa consisting of more than one point, and Kz to be the corresponding 
subset of K,-that is, the set of groups K, . . . K, with {K,, . . . . K,} E %a and 
n> 1. 
Observe next that in proving Theorem A or the second parts of Theorem. B 
(i, ii), we can assume that A does not leave invariant some element of .JZ’~, 
otherwise the hypothesis of [7, Theorem l] is satisfied, whence 0 is 
complete, giving the desired conclusion. 
Thus we can assume through Section 6 that 
For some a E A#, Kz # qi (3.2) 
Now let a E A# and (K,, . . . . K,} E Xz, and set K= K, . . . K, E Kz. Also set 
@, = 0,/S,. We define a K-hyperplane of A to be a hyperplane B of A such 
that C,(K) I B and each b E B# either centralizes K or permutes K,, . . . . K, 
semiregularly. (Equivalently, B is a hyperplane of A with N,(K,) = C,(R).) 
Note that C,(K) = C,(K,) since A is transitive on K1, . . . . K,,. Also 
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A(R1)I I p since Aut(Kr) has cyclic Sylow p-su 
) #A (as II > l), K-hyperplanes of Sa therefore 
KE K”,, then there exist hy~er~la~es of A. (3.3) 
Next let KE Kz, let lane of A, and set 
C,(R) = C,(X). By definition of K-~y~e~~~~~~, 
O permutes the S-components of iregularly. (Ha / 
oreover, if b E and we set J=L,(C,(b)), then 
(I ) J” is a nontrivial direct pro of simple groups 
permuted transitively by A, ~§~rn~~~~i~ to a 
b $ B,, then each component of J is a diagonal of 
e., projects nontrivially on exactly) .n ~~rn~o~e~t$ of 
orients d K semi- 
regularly. (3.5) 
This last condition follows from (3.4). Also we 
[K, A] = 9: (3.6) 
by (3.5), A permutes the co nts of d tra~s~t~ve~y. If J has 
that one component, then [J, ‘41 = 3’ and (3.4) holds. 
we may assume that 5 is simple, and likewise that A ~e~trali~e$.I 
onto Kr, this implies that C, 
= C,(R,) as B is a K-hy~e~~~a 
e R is simple, contradicting K 
Finally, it is easy to see that 
is intransitive on the set of S-co 
K(B)) has p S-components and 
transitively by A; while if B is transitive csn t 
S-components of K, then B has a hype 
0 such that k,(C,(E)) has my 
mutes them transitively. 
the terminology defined in the ing section we shall now 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. There exist a E A# and KE Kz such that if B is a 
K-hyperplane of A, then for every b E B# 
We begin with an arbitrary a E A#, KE Ki, and K-hyperplane B of A 
(see (3.2), (3.3)). We may assume that the conclusion fails for some b E B#. 
We set J=L,(C,(b)), so that J $ L,(O,). Of course, JIO, n Cb ~0,. 
We set 8, = Ob/Sb and gi, = 0,/S,. Let Q, be the set of elements of Yb 
fixed by J, and Q, the support of J on Yb, so that & = Q0 u .52,. Since J 
is A-invariant, both 0, and 52, are A-invariant. Also let JO be the subgroup 
of J fixing each element of Yb. 
We first prove: 
LEMMA 4.2. The following conditions hold: 
(i) Every proper A-invariant normal subgroup of J lies in S(J); 
(ii) JO I S(J); and 
(iii) A does not fix some element of Q,. 
ProoJ: Since A transitively permutes the S-components of J by (3.5), (i) 
holds. But clearly JO -=z JA. Hence if (ii) fails, then J,, = J, so J leaves 
invariant each component R of E(@,) =F*(@,). However, as R is a 
K-group, Out(R) is solvable by (l.l), so J, which is perfect, induces inner 
automorphisms on R. Hence 3 induces inner automorphisms on E(a,). 
Since C,,(E(@,)) = 1, this forces J< E(Bb), whence J= J’ < L,(O,), 
contrary to the choice of J. Thus (ii) holds. In particular, 0, ## by (ii). 
But now if A fixes every point of Q,, then so does [J, A], which equals 
J by (3.6). This is contrary to the definition of Q1 as Q, # 4, so (iii) also 
holds. 
In particular, it follows from (iii) that Kg # 4. Our strategy will be to 
show that the conclusion of the proposition holds with our b playing the 
role of a, and any element of K; whose S-components are contained in 9, 
playing the role of K. 
However, to carry this out, we must first establish some properties of the 
S-components Hi, 1 I i 5 n, of 4,. We denote their product by H, and also 
set X= C,(a), Xi =Xn Hi, 1 I iln, and X0 = [J, X]. As in [7, p. 231, we 
obtain 
LEMMA 4.3. We have X0 I S,. 
ProoJ As XIL,(O~), also X,, IL,(O~), so X0 n JI JO. Thus, 
X0 n JI S(J) by Lemma 4.2(ii). On the other hand, X0 _< L,(O,) as 
JI L,(O,) a O,, so X0 normalizes K. Since [X0, b] = 1, X0 normalizes 
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S(CK(b)) = J. Hence [X0, J] IX, n Ji S( )<S, (see (3.5) (I)). 
CzO, 53 = 3. As J=J’ and X0 = [J, X 
;k .%?” = 1, as asserted. 
the tbre~-s~bgro~~s 
Now we can prove 
Then X” = 
ut J does not 
as Jz centralizes a, it would 
e Q2,, 1 I j< p, contrary :o 
alizes X”‘. Since X” is simple, 
Et, X*] is therefore nonsolvable, contrary to the fact that X0 = [J, Xl is 
able. Thus a leaves invariant each Hi, 1 I i 2 YE, 
or each i = 1, . ..) II, there are t E J and j # i such t at iv; = _H] (since 
-,fQl)~ Since X= C,(a) and [a, J] = 4, it follows that Xi =Xi. Bu-: 
XiiYj = Xi x 2T2 so the set of commutators { [1;: ii] / 2 E Xi> projects onto 
bath Xi and X,. 
ut since [t, Xi] < X,, [i, Fi] is solvable ing lemma and so 
iTi is soivab%e. Wow (i) and (ii) follow by (1. our reslllts iranpig, 
that .FO n IT, which contains [i, Xi], proje group ~o~tai~i~~ 
e product W=8: x ... x denotes the pro&ction of 
on Bi, then as Xi centralizes Fj for all ,j # i, it follows that 
,] 5 [AT,, Fi] = [Fi, X0 n A] I X0, the last as Xi 5:X a 
normalizes X0 = [J, Xl. Thus (iii) holds and the proof is co 
Now let X* 65 Kg with K* < H, an 
Let B* be a -KY-hyperplane 
usion of the proposition holds for 
ince we are proving the proposition by coat 
that J* & Ls(&lb*), where 3* =I,,(C,,(b* 
of J* normalizing every element of 
edition of Jo in J, and as in Lemma 4.2, we conclude: 
have .J; 5 s(J*) 
ow we pick an §-component Jp of $* and ps are to use Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 4.4 (ii) that a ~ar~a~~ze5 * and induces a non- 
trivial field automorphism on S;*. e prove 
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LEMMA 4.6. There exists a solvable subgroup F of 0, n Cb* with the 
following properties: 
(i) F normalizes J: ; 
(ii) Fr S,; and 
(iii) If we set W = FJ: and @= W/S( W), then @z j: E if, and p= 
F(Cda)). 
ProoJ: By (3.5), we may assume that the Hi’s are numbered so that 
either .ZT = i7, or J: is a diagonal of i?, x . . x i7,, with b* normalizing 
B, or cycling R,, . . . . Ej,, respectively. Set Y = X, or X, . . . Xp, respectively, 
and Y* = C,(b*), so that Y* = CJ;(a) rL,(2), Sz(2), U,(2), or L,(3), by 
Lemma 4.4 (i, ii) and (1.2)(5)(b). But then F( Y*) < F*’ by (1.2)(5)(c) and 
consequently F( a*) I TO by Lemma 4.4(iii). Setting Xg = C,(b*), we have 
F( 8*) 6 X$, so X,* has a subgroup F with F= F( P*). Since Xc centralizes 
a and b*, F< Ob n C<a,b*j, and X,* I X0 < S, by Lemma 4.3, so (ii) holds. 
Also F<Jp, so (i) holds, and m=J:, so (iii) holds as well. 
Now we can complete the proof of Proposition 4.1. The group W(a) 
acts on ybb* by permutations. The kernel of the action of JT on y& lies in 
S(Jp) since J,* is solvable by Lemma 4.5. As noted before Lemma 4.6, 
[J:, a] = Jp, so [ J@, a] = I&‘. Therefore Lemma 2.1 applies, and gives a 
nontrivial (a)-orbit {I,, . . . . I,} on &$ and XE F such that {I;, . . . . Zp”> is 
a second (a)-orbit. 
Set I= I, ... I, and I, = C,(a), so that the images of I, and It in Ob*/Sb* 
are nonabelian simple and commute elementwise. Thus [x, Z,] is non- 
solvable. But by Lemma 4.6(ii), x E S,, and as I, I Ob* n C, i O,, [x, IO] 
lies in S, and is therefore solvable, contradiction. This proves Proposi- 
tion 4.1. 
If a, K satisfy the conditions of the proposition, we shall say that (a, K) 
is L,-balanced. For such pairs one can establish a sharper form of 
L,-balance, analogous to the corresponding result for L-balance. 
We introduce the following additional terminology. Let B ‘be a 
K-hyperplane of A, let b E B#, and let Z be an S-component of L,(C,(b)), 
so that II L,(O,) as (a, K) is L,-balanced. We call the normal closure J 
of Z in L,(O,) the pump-up of Z in 0,. Since a centralizes Z, clearly a leaves 
J invariant. 
We prove 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Assume (a, K) is LX-balanced and let B be a 
K-hyperplane of A. Zf b E B#, Z is an S-component of L,( C,(b)), and J is the 
pump-up of Z in O,, then Z is an S-component of L,(C,(a)) and one of the 
following holds: 
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(i) J is an a-invariant S-component o$Ls( 
(ii) J is the product ofp isomorphic ~-co~~o~e~ts of &,(@I,) cycied 
by a. 
oreover, if we set &?, = 0,/S,, then f= F*(Cj(a)) is simple and corre- 
sponding to the two possible structures ofJ> we have 
(i’) a induces a field u~to~or~his~ OYE J (possibly trivial); or 
(ii’ ) I is a diagonal of J isomorphic to a component of J. 
ProoJ: set E, = I,,(@,). e have that P i 
L,(C,jb)), hence of C,O:(b). Cea(b) = C,,(a) by t 
signalizer functor. Since 4 5 L,, erefore 1 is an S-c 
I is an S-6Qm~onent of Czh(a wever, 1, is the 
abelian simple groups, so there e it is the direct product L, x . . . x I,, 
where the L, are the minimal (a)-invariant normal subgroups of E,, It 
foollows that the §-components of C,,(a) are those of C 
Thus BI Ej for some i. If L, is simple, the 
(i’) holds by (1.2). If Ej is not simple, 
ponents of Zb cycled by a, whence i’ is a 
and (ii’) hold. 
L,-balance is used to establish the following result, controlling solvable 
nalizers of S-components. This cork-oh is criticat for t 
Again Bet aE A#, KEK~, wit be a 
~-hy~er~~a~e of A. As before, set 
rmJ: Set g, = 0,/S, and Kb =k,(C,jb)). en & =.& x .I. XT,,, 
where each 5, is er a component of R or a 
of R. Since D I 
7, : . ..) 7, semireg us we may 
er the Ti so that I is a diagonal of 
7,) . . . . Jr transitively. Let J,, . . . . J nents of R, mapping 06 
f, , . ..) Ji_, respectively, and set S(J) = J n S,, S(Jz) =L- 
Ji n S,, and s(I) = In S,, by the structure of 7, Jj, and z ITar pastkdar, 
S(1) = In S(J). Since I, covers I/s(I), also .!$(I,) = I, n s(J). 
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Now we look at 0, and set 8, = OJS,. Let Hi = (Jp), where we write 
Lb for L,(O,). By Proposition 4.7, either Ai is a component of L, with 
Ji = Aj or Jj = F*(CR,(a)) for some field automorphism a of i7,, or Rj is 
a product of p components of Lb with Ji a diagonal of Ri. In any case ji 
is simple, so S(Jj) < Sb. Moreover, since [fi, Jj] = 1 for i # j, it is clear that 
[R,, Hj] = 1 as well. 
Now S(J)=S(J,)...S(J,)<Sb. So 3~7. Thus rO~TOib, so 1, is a 
diagonal of J= J1 x . . . x 1,. Thus for any component B of 8,, the 
projection RO of IO on W is either 1, R, or F*(CR(~)) for some field 
automorphism a of R. Consequently, if 8, # 1, then r;i, normalizes no 
nontrivial solvable subgroup of R, by (1.2)(4). - - 
Finally, 8= [X, I,,] i LS(Bb), and if i? is as in the previous paragraph, 
the projection X0 of B on B satisfies x, = [X0, R,]. Ciiven the possibilities 
for Z?,, and the solvability of F, this forces zO = 1. Thus as i? was arbitrary, 
8= 1, so X< S,, completing the proof. 
6. THE SOLVABLE ASSOCIATE OF 0 
We shall use Proposition 5.1 to show that O(G, A) is contained in a local 
subgroup of G by essentially the same argument as in the proof of [7, 
Theorem 21. 
Thus as there we first reduce the proof to establishing the nontriviality 
of the so-called solvable associate @ of 0. To define @, we set for each 
DE&~(A) (i.e., noncyclic subgroup D of A) 
x,= 0 Sd, 
dtD# 
and for each aE A#, we put 
@a = (2, n C,IDE:AA)). 
SinceS,nC,<O,nC,I@,foreacha,dEA”,each@,I@,. 
The proof of [7, Proposition 4.11 applies without change to yield: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The following conditions hold: 
(i) 0 is a solvable A-signalizer functor on G; and 
(ii) O(G; A)AlN,(@(G; A)). 
We call @ the solvable associate of 0. 
By the solvable signalizer functor theorem ([4] suffices here), @(G; A) is 
a solvable @-group. Hence if Cp is nontrivial, then N,(@(G; A)) will be a 
local subgroup of G, in which case the proposition will yield the desired 
conclusion that O(G; A)A lies in a local subgroup of G. 
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7. THEOREM A 
Using the subnormality hypothesis of T eclrem A, we argue now that Ihe 
sohable associate @ of 8 is, in fact, nontrivial, so that 
local subgroup of 6, thus completing the proof of the t 
The argument involves a modification of that of [7, p. 2 
ally on the fact that G is of characteristic 2 type. 
and K E Kz with (a, ~~~~-ba~a~cc and let 
~-b~~cr~la~e of A. These exist by tion 4.1 and (3.3). 
We first use the subnormality as n to prove 
tEMMA 7.2. Let D<B, with bED #, bet I be an S-component of C,(D), 
and let 1, be a subgroup ofI that covers I/S(i). If X is an ~~-~~v~~~a~t soil;- 
able subgroup of Cb such that X= [X, IcJp then X< S,. 
Proof. It suffices to show that XI 8,; for then X< Sb by 
tion 5.1. Set J=L,(C ), so that IO II<S (as LED). 
[J, A-J, so a, 5 f@,, A owever, by hypothesis, [Bbt A] i 
c/J. Since IO < [S,, and X= [X, IO], we conch3 
c 63 A ] d 8,) as required. 
Next, by (3.7), there is E of inde 
f p S-components N, , 
e use the fact that G 
7.3. For some e E E#, [L,(C,(E)), %,I # 1. 
TE Sy12(H2S(H)), so tha 
r) by a Frattini argument. 
Since G is of characteristic 2 type, F*(M) I Iv with 
Since E is noncychc~ 
follows that H, does not c ) for some eeE”. 
C,(e), H,] # 1. Since pi, is perfect, X= [X, 
is a 2-group and h 
the preceding lemm 
o (N, <L,(C,(E)), so the lemma follows. 
Nsw we complete the proof by a si 
chose E so that according as B = E or 
the ~-cQrn~~~ents of k,( C,( E )). Since 
preceding lemma that no S-compone 
hence neither does any S-component I
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Since m,(B) 2 3, we have S, = (C,(D) 1 EP2 z D I B) by [4, Lemma 2.11. 
Hence we can choose D so that X= [C,(D), I] # 1 and again X= [X, 11 
by [S, Lemma 11. Since X is solvable, it follows now from Lemma 7.2 with 
1, = I that XIS, for every deD#. Thus XI ndtD# S, =ZD, so C, # 1. 
But C, I Qid for any de D# by definition of @, so @ is nontrivial. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 7.1, and with it the proof of the 
Theorem A. 
8. GENERATION, SIGNALIZER FUNCTORS, AND SUBNORMALITY 
The proofs that 0, and 0: are A-signalizer functors (under the 
appropriate balance assumptions) and of the corresponding subnormality 
conditions depend on the following generational result. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let X be a PI-group all of whose composition factors 
are K-groups. Let A be an elementary abelian p-group of rank 2 k + 2, with 
k a positive integer. Assume that for each DE &,JA) there is given an 
A-invariant subgroup X(D) of C,(D) with the following properties: 
(1) X(D) n C,(D,) I X(D,) for all D, D, E &(A); 
(2) x= (X(D)IDEGA)); 
(3) One of the following holds: 
(a) For all D E &k(A), X(D) is normal in C,(D); or 
(b) For all DEE,(A), X(D)= X,(D) C,(A) for some A-invariant 
normal subgroup X,(D) of C,(D). 
Under these conditions, we have 
(i) X(D) = C,(D)for all DE &(A); and 
(ii) If W is any A-invariant subgroup of X, then W = 
(W~J-(D)IDE~(A)). 
We make repeated use of the fact [4, Lemma 2.11 that whenever A acts 
on a @-group Y, then Y= (C,(B)IIA: BJ 5~). In particular, Y= 
(C.(D)IDE~LA)), so the second assertion of the proposition is 
immediate from the first. 
To prove the first assertion, let X be a minimal counterexample. Note 
that Assumptions (l), (2), (3) carry over upon passage to X/Y or intersec- 
tion with Y, = (Yn X(D)1 DEAL) for any chief factor X/Y of X,4. 
Thus routine reductions can be made, just as in 17, Proposition 5.51. 
Moreover, if for some such chief factor X/Y, m,(C,(X/Y))> k, then 
the proof of that proposition carries over. Hence we may assume 
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at m,(C,(X/Y))I k for any chief factor X/Y. In 
m,(A) 2 k+ 2, A/C,(X,Y) is not cyclic. Thus X/Y is n 
110~s that X= X’. Likewise X/Y is not ~~~tra~~~~~ by A, so X= 
e therefore conclude: 
LEMMA 8.2. We have X= X’ = [A’, A]. ~~~t~~e~~~re~ ,fo  any chieffacsor 
X/Y of A-A, 
(ii Yn X(D) = 1 for every DE fT7k(A); and 
(ii) X/Y is the direct product of nombelian siwpfe groups transitive/y 
To analyze this situation, we fix Y as in t e Lemma, and first prove 
Proof. The second assertion is immediate from the f&t, since then 
X/Z(X) is the direct product of nonabehan simple grouqx and X= X’. 
First, let EE &+ 1(A). By Assumption ( E ~~(A))~ 
6$.;;(E) ) = 
ose assumption (3 )(a) s. Then for any DE&( 
the preceding lemma), w 
X(D). Since D was arbitrary, it follows from t 
paragrap at C,(E) centralizes X. Letting E range o 
4fk+ 1(A)> conclude therefore that Y centrahzes X. 
asserted. 
then that Assumpt n(3)(b)hokkThenX= (%( 
( E &k(E) > Cx(A 9. owever, X = [X5 R ] by the 
so in fact %= (X,(D)/DE~?~(A)). ut [C,(E), X,(D) 
for each LB E C&(E), and the desired conclusion follows a 
case. 
LmmfA 8.4. We have Y = 1. 
ProoJ Suppose false. If Y, is a minimal nontrivial A-invariant sub- 
group of Y, then the assumptions of the proposition carry over to X= 
owever, as X(D) (7 Y= 1 for all D E 6$(k) 
es F = 1, by Conclusion (ii), applied to ??. Y= Y,, SQ A aces 
ly on Y. In particular, it foollows that ]A : 
Now let Ll> IL*, l..) L,, be the components of X, so that the L, are transi- 
tively permuted by A. In particular, as Y= Z(X) # 1, likewise Yn L, f 1. 
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Now X= [X, A], so as in Section 3, since Aut(L,) has cyclic Sylow 
p-subgroups, there exists a hyperplane E of A such that NE(LI) = 
C,(L,) = C,(X). In particular, m,(E) 2 k+ 1, so there is DE&~(E) cen- 
tralizing Y. Thus every do D either centralizes L, and hence also (Lf ) or 
else permutes the components of (Lf) semiregularly. 
In either case, for any u E L1 the elements u”, ud’ for d, d’ E D# commute. 
It follows that the map CI: L, -+ C,(D) delined by UI-+ ndGD# ud is a 
homomorphism. Since L1 is perfect, a(L,) s C,(D)‘. Let 1 # y E Yn L1. 
Since D centralizes Y, a(v) = ylD’. But Y is a $-group, so a(v) # 1. We thus 
conclude that Y n C,(D)’ # 1. 
On the other hand, in x=X/Y, we have X(D) = CR(D) by the mini- 
mality of X. Since X(D)n Y= 1, this yields C,(D) =X(D) x Y (as 
YI Z(X)). Hence C,(D)‘<X(D) (as Y is abelian), so Yn C,(D)‘= 1, 
contrary to the preceding paragraph. The lemma follows. 
Thus X is the direct product of the nonabelian simple groups Lj, 
1 I i I n, transitively permuted by A. But now if we let E be as in the 
preceding proof, we immediately obtain 
LEMMA 8.5. For any DE&~(E), we have 
(i) If Assumption (3)(a) holds, then X(D) = 1 or C,(D); and 
(ii) If Assumptioiz (3)(b) holds, then X(D) = C,(A) or C,(D). 
ProoJ: Indeed, given the action of D on the set of Li, C,(D) is 
the direct product of isomorphic nonabelian simple groups transitively 
permuted by A. Hence the only A-invariant normal subgroups of 
C,(D) are 1 and C,(D). Hence if (3)(a) holds, we must have X(D) = 1 or 
C,(D), while if (3)(b) holds, we must have X,(D)= 1 or C,(D), whence 
X(D) = X,(D) C,(A) = C,(A) or C,(D). 
Now we can quickly complete the proof. Let E be as in the preceding 
two lemmas. As shown in Lemma 8.3, X= (X(D)/ D E&~(E)). Since 
[X, A] # 1, there is DE &k(E) such that 1 #X(D) # C,(A). Thus by the 
preceding lemma, C,(D) =X(D). It follows that C,(E) I X(D) n C,(D,) 
for any D, E c$(E), whence C,(E) <X(D,). 
However, C,(X) SE, so A/E acts nontrivially on C,(E). Thus 
C,(E) & C,(A). Hence by the preceding paragraph, X(D,) P C,(A), so 
X(D,) = C,(D,) by the preceding lemma. This holds for all D, E &JE). 
Finally for any D, E&(A), we have C,(D,) = (C,(D,)n C,(D,)l 
D, E&(E)). But Cx(Do) n CAD,) = C,A&) n x(D,) 5 JWJ by 
Assumption (l), so C,(D,) 5 X(D,). Since the reverse inclusion also holds, 
we conclude that C,(D,) = X(D,) for all D, E &(A). This completes the 
proof of Proposition 8.1. 
As a corollary, we obtain 
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OPOSITEON 8.6. Let A be an elementary abeZ~a~ -§~bg~o~~ oj 
ra 2 k + 2, with k an integer 2 2. If all proper simple sections of 
~~bgro~~~ of G are K-groups, and G is lanced or (k + ~~-~ala~c~~ with
respect o A, then correspondingly Ok or is an A-si%~aii~er~~~~tQr on G.
Proojc Set x= ( espectively. Let D ~5 
of @,, put X(D) in the case of 
CT,. Since d,a G,, k4e have cxm- 
balanced with respect to A: 
E&~(A). Also the de~~iti~~ of ( 
Thus the hypotheses of Proposition 8.1 are satisfied. 
bcA# and put W=C,(b)=(O,),nC, or ( z ), n C,, we conclude lha4 
= (WnX~D)jDE&7k;c(A)) 
I A, n Cb or A,O,,[CAj n ESp ively, so by 
)b or (@,*),. Thus the sibme h s for yielding the 
respective desired conclusion 
(@IA, f-l Cb 5 (@,I, Qr 
ikewise we obtain 
e fact that (O,), is subnormal in C, is proved just as in [7; 
and this immediately yields (i). 
rove (ii), observe first that by weak k-balance, we have 
DE&(A) and EE&+~(A). Letting E range over &$ikil(A)S we see 
from this that (@,*), I (O,*+ l)a f or all a E A #. The reveme inclusion bein 
trivial, we conclude that (O,*), = (O,*+ I ),. 
(@,*L, Al = [I(@,*+,),, Al 
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(the last as (Oz,,), = (Ok+,), QJC,)). But G is (k+ l)-balanced with 
respect to A by hypothesis. Since m,(A)kk+ 3, it follows therefore from 
(i) that [(Ok+,),, A] is subnormal in C,, so the same holds for 
[(O,*),, A], thus proving (ii). 
9. THEOREM B 
Now let the assumptions be as in Theorem B. By Proposition 8.6, 0, or 
O,*, respectively, is an A-signalizer functor on G. In the first case, 
[(O,),, A] is subnormal in C, for all a E A # by Proposition 8.7, so 
Theorem B follows from Theorem A. 
Thus it is the case of O,* that requires further analysis. The results of 
Sections 2-6 are again applicable, and as with Theorem A, to complete the 
proof of Theorem B, we need only show that the solvable associate Qk 
of O,* is nontrivial. We carry this out with a slight modification of the 
argument of Section 7. 
We choose K, a, B, and E as in Section 7. The desired conclusion will 
follow directly from the following result. 
PROPOSITION 9.1. For some eE E#, [L,(C,(E)), S,] # 1. 
We set H = L,( C,(E)) = H, H, . . . HP, as in Section 7. Also put 
F= NA(HI), so that F is a hyperplane of A containing E. Indeed, E and F 
have the same orbits on the S-components of K, so F=E(f), where f 
normalizes each S-component of K. Moreover, either f = 1 or f induces a 
nontrivial outer automorphism on each Hi, 1s i I p. In any case, C,(f) 
is not a 2-group by (1.2). 
Furthermore, we may assume notation is so chosen that for some ele- 
ment y E A -F, y cycles H,, H,, . . . . H,. We let T be an A-invariant Sylow 
2-subgroup of H and set Ti = Tn His(H), so that Tj E Syl,(HJ’(H)), and 
Ti 4 TF for each i, 1 I i I p. Moreover, y cycles T,, T2, . . . . T,. We also set 
N= NJ T,) and Ni = (Nn Hi,!?(H))(“), so that by a Frattini argument, 
iVi=Rifor each i, 2<i<p. 
We first prove 
LEMMA 9.2. There exists an element u of odd order in N,N, with the 
following properties: 
(i) U = i&U3 with 1 # zli E Ni, i = 2, 3, and 
(ii) u E [C,(F), A] (in particular, F centralizes u). 
Proof Indeed, set W= (NH2( T, Tp))@). Since each Hi -=I H, W nor- 
malizes T, Tp n H, S(H) = T, and similarly W normalizes T,. Thus 
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W 4 IV, and WY I IV,. Clearly W is F-invariant and covers 
argument. ence C,(F) covers CR,(F). 
e is thus u2 E C,(F) with ii, # 1 and 
v = uzuj = [u;‘, y]. Then v E ( Wf 
by construction. Now a gene 
stated properties. 
R=F*(N) = O,(W) (as G is of charact 
x F acts faithfully on since it has odd 
that X= [C,(D), u] f 1. Then %= [X, u]. 
LEMMA 9.3. have XI (@,*),for al2 WIE 
ProoJ: Since M E [ F), A] and CK(F) 
tEF#? we have UE k*)l, A] for aPI tE 
y hypothesis) A,, n C, 15 
k*)r 5 OJC,) OJC,) and hence 
C,) for all t EF”, whence 
X= LX, 4 I n o,.(c~) = A, 
feD+ 
f,. I (@,*), kx all 
weak k-balance 
Since D centralizes X, it folBows that X5 A, n Cd 5 (8,” )d for all do D #: 
Now we quickly establish the proposition. 
+ 123 and m(F/E)< I, m(F/D)= 
and set Y= [C,(e) n (@,*),, M 
[X> u] with XI C,(e) n (@k*)e an 
Ckady Y< (@,*),. 
Also N, N3 is perfect and Y is a 2-group (since N, 
normalizes both C,(e) and (&I,*),). 
N, ~or~ali~e§ N,) so Y= [ Y, N, 
therefore 1 + Y= [ %: N2N,] s [S,, L,(C,(E))js and the proposition k 
proved. 
Now we can obtain the desired con&Son. 
OPOSITION 9.4. The solvable associ 
ProoJ: Fix e as in 
of Section: 7 with the 
eat the final two paragraphs 
roposition 9.1, we can choose D 6 Gk( 
1 (I as in Section 7). Again X= LX> I]. 
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We cannot appeal to Lemma 7.2 in the present situation. However, 
observe that II [I, A] since B is a K-hyperplane of A. Thus for any 
dED”, we have II [(O,*),, A], so II OJC,) by weak k-balance (as 
argued in Lemma 9.3). Therefore, X= [A’. I] I O,.(C,), so Xi d D. Thus 
XI A, n C, I (Oz), and now Proposition 5.1 yields that XI Sd for each 
dED”. Hence XIC, and C, is nontrivial, so ~0~ is nontrivial, as 
required. This completes the proof of Theorem B. 
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